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USER MANUAL FOR TRANSPORTERS ON e –TP/ e-SUVEGA
(e-Simply Upload about Vehicle on Entry and Go Across)
Dear Transporters,
1.

Please open the website http://ctax.kar.nic.in, and click on the link to

e-tp for the following screen will appear.

Fig;1

1.1 On the left hand side of the screen the following five modules are
displayed:
(i)

TP Request Form

(ii)

TP Print

(iii)

TP Status

(iv)

Karnataka check posts (map)

(v)

User manual

Using the module on the right hand side you can create the username and
password for the secured login, if you so desire.
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1.2 If you click on TP Request Form, you will go to Transit Pass
request format screen as shown below:

Fig:2

1.3 Enter the required information in the said format such as
transporter’s name and address, PAN, telephone number, the details of
the driver, Vehicle no., etc. If you click on Karnataka check posts
(Maps), a map of Karnataka showing location of all the check posts of
the Commercial Taxes Department will be displayed. You may
ascertain the relevant check posts and then select the entry and exit
check posts from the two drop down menus provided on the screen.
Enter the expected date of exit from Karnataka or the number of days
required to cross the exit check post.
asterisk mark “*” are mandatory fields.
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1.4 If any of the fields, is left blank, the system will throw a message
“required field”. If the required details are correctly entered then the
following screen will appear:-

Fig: 3

1.5 Now click on NEXT. The following screen will appear.
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Fig:4

1.6

Enter the details relating to goods being transported from outside

Karnataka to other States. If you are a transport operator and not the owner
of the goods vehicle, under movement that is, if it is a hired vehicle, and if
there is no specific goods consignment note (G.C Note) issued for, the goods
under transport, then invoice no. of the goods under transport would serve as
G.C. Note number, which may be noted.

1.7 Select the name of the commodity under transport from the drop down
menu. The commodities listed in the menu are under broad headings. You
may enter the description or name of the specific commodity under
transport.

1.8.1 The details of goods under transport shall be entered on the basis of
each consignment note/lorry receipt. The details so entered would appear in
the grid below the screen as follows:-
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Fig:5

1.8.2

If there are more than one consignment, enter the details of all

consignments one by one and click on Add each time. If any modification
is required in the details already entered, click on Modify and make
required modifications. On the other hand, if all the details entered are
required to be deleted click on Delete, when all the entries get deleted.
Thereafter you may enter the details afresh.

1.9 After ensuring the correctness and completeness of the entries made,
click on “ Submit “. Upon submission, an application form in duplicate
for issue of transit pass would be generated with a unique number
which would appear as under:
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1.10 Get a print out of the said application containing unique number (in
duplicate) sign and tender it before the entry Check Post Officer (CPO) for
verification.

1.11 Upon verification of the contents of application with reference to the
actual goods under transport, if the details entered in the application are
found to be true and correct, the CPO would approve the application
electronically and generate transit pass. Once this is done, application for
T.P would be converted into a transit pass treating the unique number of the
application as
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the transit pass number. If there is more than one consignment under
transport, the system would suffix the serial number of the consignment to
the transit pass number for easy and distinct identification of each
consignment which is called “transit pass consignment number” or
‘TPC No.’ in short.

1.12 The entry CPO would sign the T.P with seal, designation and date of
issue and hand it over to the driver or person in charge of the goods vehicle,
retaining a copy of the T.P so issued.

1.13 In case of more than one consignment which are exiting Karnataka in
different goods vehicle or through different check posts, the driver or the
person in charge of the goods vehicle may take required number of photo
copies of the transit pass corresponding to the number of consignments, with
reference to particular Transit Pass Consignment number (TPC) generated
for each consignment. The goods vehicle may exit the State border from any
of the check posts located at the border and the transit pass may be
surrendered at such exit check post.

1.14 The driver or person-in-charge of the goods vehicle thereafter would
tender the said T.P at the exit check post within the prescribed date and time
as recorded therein.

1.15 The exit CPO will electronically acknowledge the surrender of transit
pass after due verification. When the TP is surrendered at the exit check
post, another unique number called surrender number would be generated
from the computer which will be entered manually on the transit pass by the
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exit CPO and handed over to the driver or the person in charge with his
signature, date, designation and seal of the check post.

1.16

Retain a copy of TP containing relevant TPC and surrender number

upon confirmation by the exit CPO.
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